100 articles every ecologist should read
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Reading scientific articles is a valuable and major part of the activity of scientists. Yet, with the upsurge of currently available articles and the increasing specialization of scientists, it becomes difficult to identify, let alone read, important papers covering topics not directly related to one's own specific field of research, or that are older than a few years. Our objective was to propose a list of seminal papers deemed to be of major importance in ecology, thus providing a general 'must-read' list for any new ecologist, regardless of particular topic or expertise. We generated a list of 544 papers proposed by 147 ecology experts (journal editorial members) and subsequently ranked via random-sample voting by 368 of 665 contacted ecology experts, covering 6 article types, 6 approaches and 17 fields. Most of the recommended papers were not published in the highest-ranking journals, nor did they have the highest number of mean annual citations. The articles proposed through the collective recommendation of several hundred experienced researchers probably do not represent an 'ultimate', invariant list, but they certainly contain many high-quality articles that are undoubtedly worth reading—regardless of the specific field of interest in ecology—to foster the understanding, knowledge and inspiration of early-career scientists.

The progress of science is built on the foundations of previous research—we take the flame of our predecessors and pass it faithfully to the next generation of scientists, and so it has always been. But this implies knowing the state of the art of our field, as well as being aware as much as possible about progress in other relevant fields. Hence, science can be represented as an ever-growing brick wall of published evidence, which subsequent research bricks can add to—and sometimes challenge, erode or even smash. Scientific articles have more recently also started playing another role: as metrics of the progress of projects and of the 'quality' of researchers and institutions. Regardless of the pros and cons of this additional function, boosted by a parallel increase in the number of researchers, this has produced an enormous increase in the number of peer-reviewed scientific articles. There are now well over 50 million peer-reviewed scientific articles in existence, with an increase of 8–9% each year over the past several decades. This means that over 1.5 million new articles are published each year across all scientific disciplines.

This metric aspect of publishing has led to an increase in the competitive facet of the publication race, which has precipitated a rush by postgraduate students—encouraged by their supervisors—to focus on rapid publication, which can inadverently discourage students from developing a strong knowledge base in the sciences. This rush and the overwhelming load of available reading material makes it difficult to remain at the forefront of the methodological and conceptual advances of one's discipline. Furthermore, this means that it becomes increasingly plausible to overlook older papers that might nonetheless be essential for acquiring the necessary understanding of key concepts. Prospective and current postgraduate students are also confronted by another characteristic of modern research: the continued trend towards specialization of knowledge and expertise, which does not favour integration of information on related topics, even from the same discipline.

These challenges are made more daunting by their synergy—too much information, but too little time to obtain, assimilate and process it all. It is self-evident that this harms scientists' ability to be both rigorous and creative—two complementary features needed for high-quality research. Even experienced scientists find it difficult to allocate time to push aside grant writing, supervision, meetings and teaching, and often end up reading only the latest 'hot' papers. As online searching has increased as a strategy to identify needed journal articles, one may focus on more direct and immediate knowledge needs to the detriment of more basic readings. Unsurprisingly, important papers covering topics not directly related to one's own specific field of research, or that are older than a few years, are even more difficult to identify, let alone read. It follows that defining which papers every ecologist—and certainly every ecology student—should take the time to read ought to become a priority to achieve satisfactory ecological literacy.

Our aim was to collate a list of objectively chosen and ranked seminal papers deemed to be of major importance in ecology, thus providing a general 'must-read' list for any ecologist, regardless of particular topic or expertise. We defined a paper as one that should be read because it provides information that is particularly relevant for today's ecologists. These can include well-known classics, lesser-known methodological gems, general demonstrations of fundamental principles or philosophical essays on ecological science. Our approach was to solicit a candidate list from ecology experts (journal editorial members) and then rank those papers according to a random-sample voting process done by an even larger sample of ecological experts.

**Results**

The ecology experts proposed a total of 544 different papers. As we expected, the distribution of the number of times articles were proposed was highly right-skewed, with most (74%) papers proposed only once (Supplementary Fig. 2), illustrating the great initial diversity of papers proposed, but also the richness of the pool of important papers in our discipline. We then resampled this list of 544 papers for the voting phase without any restriction or distinction among them (that is, completely random samples of 20 from all 544 papers). Overall, 368 respondents voted on 1,558 separate samples of 20 papers, providing 12,410 votes.
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Box 1 | The 100 selected articles

An asterisk indicates articles that were proposed more than ten times before the vote.


individual-article votes in total (median = 23 (12–36) votes per article). Before analysis, we removed the few votes for papers that were identified as “Not known” by the respondent, but that they ranked regardless. We provide the list of the 100 highest-ranked articles in Box 1. In addition, we provide in the Supplementary Material a list of the 75 top-ranked papers that were indicated as
An analysis of the dependent variable results in a root mean-squared error (RMSE) less than or equal to that of the observed RMSE (over 10,000 iterations).

The distribution of the age of the 544 top papers shows two peaks: the first one in the 1960s–1980s (and older), perhaps corresponding to more ‘classic’ papers, and the second shows the highest number of citations; as an example, only one of the top 100 list. All papers voted for ‘read-only’ articles (see text for details). P ran refers to the probability that a randomly generated order of the dependent variable results in a root mean-squared error (RMSE) less than or equal to that of the observed RMSE (over 10,000 iterations).

However, while all relationships were statistically non-random, they were also all rather weak given the skews of the data.

For the proposed articles for which we had information on the gender of the proposer, women proposed 54 papers and men proposed 365 papers (a female-to-male proposing ratio of 1:6.8). Similarly, and for articles for which we had information on the gender of the voter, there were 62 women and 292 male voters (a female-to-male voter ratio of 1:4.7). For the experience of voters (that is, <10 years, 10–25 years or >25 years), we had information for 1,516 sets of 20 randomly selected papers. For these, 54 (3.6%), 786 (51.8%) and 676 (44.6%) were voted for by people with <10 years, 10–25 years and >25 years of experience, respectively. In other words, voters were more often males (82%) and on average highly experienced, as could be expected from a sample of editorial members of our community deemed to be ‘must-read’.

More interestingly, we examined the relationship between the number of times each article was proposed and: (1) the number of times it received a vote, (2) its mean score after voting, (3) the article’s age in years and (4) the Web of Knowledge annual citation rate (Supplementary Fig. 3). Again, using a randomization correlation, we found that papers proposed more often had in fact fewer overall votes, but a lower mean score (meaning that they were more highly ranked). The papers more frequently proposed were also older on average and had a higher citation rate.

The article rankings differed markedly depending on whether they were read or not. Most notably, the positive relationship between article age and its rank disappeared when considering read-only papers, as did the relationship with the mean annual citation rate. The median age of the 100 top-ranked papers (known and/or read) was 38 years (95% confidence interval: 11–80 years), but only 24 years for the read-only list (95% confidence interval: 7–60 years). On average, 42% of the 20 randomly selected papers in each selection were scored in each attempt,
but only an average 20% of the papers in each selection were ‘not known’ (Supplementary Fig. 4). Only 10% of papers were both scored and ‘not known’ on average across all random selections of 20 papers.

**Discussion**

It could be considered counter-intuitive to suggest a ‘must-read’ list for any student in a scientific field as vast as ecology. The initial number of papers suggested individually by editorial members was higher than we had anticipated (544), confirming the diversity of our respondents and wide span of this discipline, but also its wealth of important papers. However, this is put into better perspective when compared with the nearly half a million papers published in the field of ecology according to the Web of Knowledge database (http://webofknowledge.com). Another indication of this richness and breadth is the absence of a clearly emerging set of papers with disproportionately high scores, which could be due to the large and diverse community of scientists in our field.

Although our aim was to provide ecology scientists—especially those early in their career—with a compilation of essential ecology articles that they might have otherwise overlooked, our analyses revealed some important limitations. First, the list of the 100 most highly ranked papers contains many that are several decades old. Some of these pioneering papers describe landmark results or ideas, some are elegant in the concepts they present and some simply have not yet been made obsolete. This is despite the possibility that some historically important papers have been updated, improved, overturned or adequately summarized elsewhere since their publication, and that many of the latter probably did not make it to the submitted list. This means that the list clearly cannot be used as an exclusive reading source to replace comprehensive reading in one’s discipline. In an age of fast-evolving knowledge and techniques, it is tempting to be sceptical of the interest of reading such older papers; however, that older scientific articles are still deemed to be important by the ecological community suggests that ecologists still value them for acquiring a solid knowledge and understanding (and perhaps even culture) of the discipline. Older papers remain a security against repeating errors already made or proposing ideas and hypotheses that have already received sufficient research attention.

Although some fields of ecology are more represented than others in our lists, especially community ecology and biodiversity distribution, 17 different fields were present in the final 100 papers, showing the rich diversity of this science. They also showed a rather balanced pool of scientific approaches and article types, with modelling papers, in particular, dominating. Most recommended papers were not published in the highest-ranking journals, nor did they have the highest number of mean annual citations, showing the limitations of using such citation-based indices as metrics of article or researcher impact. Interestingly, the two lists we provide have only one paper in common with the 100 most-cited articles in ecology according to the Web of Knowledge database (http://esi. incites.thomsonreuters.com), confirming that citation-based criteria are inadequate for selecting background reading, according to acknowledged experts in ecology.

Another striking outcome is that the ranked list of articles differed substantially depending on the stringent criterion of the respondents having actually read them. Overall, only 23% of the 100 top-ranked papers in the all-article list were also in the top 100 of the read-only list. A remarkable example is the top-ranked paper in the all-article list, which is entirely absent in the read-only top 100 (in fact, it was in 325th place in the latter ranking). The 77% difference between the two lists obviously does not imply that only 23% of the top-ranked papers had been read, since many respondents had read them; it means that enough respondents had not read them to change the final ranking substantially. It is likely that those articles recommended by scientists who have not actually read them would still be recommended as ‘must-read’, but with a lower ranking than other read papers. The 14-year difference in the median age of the two lists potentially emphasizes the ‘classic’ nature and high reputation of many articles in the primary (that is, including both read and not-read articles) list. The implication is that many senior ecologists recommended papers that they had not actually read, instead relying on the paper’s perceived reputation. Alternatively, even though many of the recommended papers had not been read per se, the proponents possibly knew enough of their content or main message via partial readings, discussions, related readings or their mentors’ previous recommendations. Instead of viewing the ranking anomaly between the two lists as problematic, we interpret it as a clear demonstration that defining
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**Fig. 2 | Top 100 ‘must-read’ articles according to their type.** **a.** Type. **b.** Field. **c.** Approach.
ANALYSIS

essential-reading lists is not a futile exercise because it highlights what even the most-experienced researchers should ideally read.

Our approach explicitly targeted ecology articles and not evolution per se; although we did consider evolutionary ecology, the same exercise unambiguously targeting evolution would undoubtedly yield a different ranked list. Although we could clearly attribute some papers to particular fields, there is also an element of subjectivity in this choice, such that other authors would probably have classified some of them differently. The difference in the representation of the different ecology fields (and the under-representation of some of them) might have more to do with a discipline bias of editorial members in the journals we targeted for respondents (or of those among them who responded to the survey), even though we strived to restrict our choice to journals in general ecology.

As such, these lists proposed and ranked through the collective recommendation of several hundred experienced researchers in ecology probably do not represent an ‘ultimate’, invariant list. This is due to limitations of the approach and specificities of the respondents; however, they contain many high-quality articles that are undoubtedly worth reading whatever the specific field of interest in ecology. Furthermore, digging into this already compiled list of important articles could unearth other important articles that have been overlooked in this exercise. We contend, then, that our endeavour has resulted in identifying important lists of articles to foster understanding, knowledge and inspiration, as well as lower the probability of reinventing ecological wheels. Two previous lists are worth mentioning in this regard: a book collating 40 ‘classic’ papers from 1887 to 1974 (ref. 14) and a celebration of the British Ecological Society’s centenary through 100 ‘landmark’ papers published in the society’s five journals. Although the objectives—and therefore the contents—of these two lists differ from our own, students would certainly find complementary, valuable readings therein.

Being provided with such a long list might be daunting for students starting research. However, it is important to realize early that reading is essential for many aspects of research and is a major activity of scholars. Following the increase in availability of reading materials, the average number of readings per year and per science faculty member has increased over the past three decades, with an average of 150 articles read in 1977, 250–300 in 2005 and 468 in 2012 (refs 15,16). Meanwhile, the average time spent reading has decreased by one-third, in part because strategic reading and ‘flicking-bouncing’ is increasingly deployed. Overall, this amounts to an estimated 448 hour-year spent reading—equivalent to 56 eight-hour days every year or about six months over three years. The same authors report that researchers in life sciences estimate spending 15.3 hour per week reading scholarly content.

The digitalization of older publications and the increased online availability of nearly all peer-reviewed articles today mean that scientists now have quick access to many more articles than online availability of nearly all peer-reviewed articles today mean ‘landmark’ papers published in the society’s five journals. Although celebration of the British Ecological Society’s centenary through 100 ‘landmark’ papers published in the society’s five journals. Although the objectives—and therefore the contents—of these two lists differ from our own, students would certainly find complementary, valuable readings therein.

Methods

To generate a list of ‘must-read papers’, we faced two major challenges:

(1) How does one define whether a published article is ‘important’? (2) How can we compare such articles objectively? The importance of scientific articles is difficult to assess and requires experience and knowledge; it is also a subjective definition by nature and requires refraining from biasing choices towards one’s own, necessarily restricted field of expertise, despite familiarity being a necessary precursor to selection. For these reasons, we decided to rely on the expertise of acknowledged experts in ecology and asked them directly, as a community, which scientific articles they deemed most ‘important’ in the context described above. We thus contacted the editorial members of some of the most renowned journals in general ecology (those with the highest impact factors and avoiding journals that are either specialized or multidisciplinary).

We contacted the editorial members of the following journals: Trends in Ecology and Evolution, Ecology Letters, Ecology, Oikos, The American Naturalist, Ecology and Evolution and Ecography. We also contacted all the members of the Faculty of 1000 Ecology section (1000.comprm/thefaculty/eco). The common point of all these scientists is that they have normally been selected as editors for their wide knowledge of ecology and their ability to assess the novelty, importance and potential disciplinary impact of submitted ecology research papers; vice versa, their appointment to editorial boards, these people are ipso facto ecology experts.

We contacted all 665 of these editors by email to describe the project and ask them first to send us the details of three to five peer-reviewed papers (more if they wished). This approach was based on the fact that these scientists “deemed each postgraduate student in ecology—regardless of their particular topic—should read by the time they finish their dissertation”, and that “any ecologist should also probably read”. We also specified that these could include “any type of research paper”, and that they need not be strictly ‘ecological’ if still deemed essential to a general knowledge in ecology.

Collectively, the editorial members (147 respondents of the 665 contacted) nominated 544 different articles to include in the primary list (that is, 3.7 articles on average suggested by each person who replied). Once we obtained the list of nominated articles, we asked these same 665 experts to vote on each of them to obtain a ranking provided collegially by the community. As there were so many papers to assess and score, participants could not reasonably be requested to examine all 544 proposed articles and suggest a relative rank for each. This trade-off necessitated a resampling approach (see Analysis) to tally the relative rank of each article. Therefore, we provided each voter with a randomly generated sample of 20 papers and preferably on five or more randomly generated samples of 20 papers. Participants could vote on as many papers as they wanted in each sample. In the randomly generated samples, each paper was presented with its full reference, an abstract (available by hovering the cursor over the entry) and a downloadable PDF of the full article (see Supplementary Fig. 1).

The Ethics Committee of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique agreed that no ethics approval was deemed necessary for such a voluntary and anonymous survey.

We requested that the voter first provide for each of the 20 papers an ‘importance’ score, assigning each to one of four categories: Top 10, Between 11–25, Between 26–100 or Not in the top 100. We also instructed respondents to provide information on how well they knew each paper via the responses “Read it”, “Know it” or “Don’t know it”. For each voter, we also asked her or his gender, country of education and scientific experience (< 10 years, between 10 and 25 years or ≥ 25 years). We gave one point for each selection of the Top 10 category, two points for Between 11–25, three points for Between 26–100 and four points for Not in the top 100.

We also classified each of the 544 proposed papers into one of six types (review, case study, methodology, concept, career or opinion), one of 17 fields (general ecology, biodiversity distribution, community ecology, conservation biology, terrestrial ecology, macroecology, palaeoecology, evolutionary ecology, population ecology, functional ecology, continental ecology, biogeography, molecular ecology/microbiology, genetics, behavioural ecology, chemical ecology, ecophysiology, landscape/spatial ecology, soil ecology, aquatic ecology, plant ecology, or macroecology/biogeography) and one of six approaches (Laboratory
experiment, field experiment, modelling, argumentation, data analysis or observation). Of course, some papers could belong to several types, fields or approaches, so we allowed repeat categories (see Results).

**Analyses.** We first averaged scores across all randomly sampled sets of submitted votes for each paper and then applied a simple rank to these (ties averaged). This provided a rank of the top- (1) to least-voted (544) articles. Thus, the final rank avoids any contrived magnitude of the differences between arbitrary score values (that is, 1 to 4 base scores).

To test for correlations between different rankings, or between rankings and the article age, citation rate and so on, we developed a resampling approach that avoided assumptions of normality, homoscedasticity or linearity. In brief, we took the raw, average scores for each article (independent variable) and compared them with randomized orders of the corresponding correlate (dependent variable) for each test. For each randomized order over 10,000 iterations, we calculated a root mean-squared error (RMSErandom) and compared this with the observed RMSE between the two variables. When the probability that randomizations produced a RMSE less than or equal to the observed RMSE was small (that is, the number of times (RMSErandom ≤ RMSEobserved) / 10,000 iterations < 0.05), we concluded that there was evidence of a correlation.

**Life Sciences Reporting Summary.** Further information on experimental design and reagents is available in the Life Sciences Reporting Summary.

**Code availability.** All R code needed to reproduce the analyses and results is given in the following repository: https://github.com/cjabradshaw/HIPE.

**Data availability.** All data generated or analysed during this study are included in this article (and its Supplementary Information files). All data files needed to reproduce the analyses and results are given in the following repository: https://github.com/cjabradshaw/HIPE.
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Experimental design

1. Sample size
   Describe how sample size was determined.
   We contacted the editorial members of some of the most renowned journals in general ecology (with the highest Impact Factors, and avoiding journals that are either specialized or multidisciplinary). We contacted all the editorial members of the following journals: Trends in Ecology and Evolution, Ecology Letters, Ecology, Oikos, The American Naturalist, Ecology and Evolution and Ecography. We also contacted all the members of the Faculty of 1000 Ecology Section (f1000.com/prime/thefaculty/ecol). We contacted all 665 experts listed and collected the data from all 147 who responded.

2. Data exclusions
   Describe any data exclusions.
   From the initial list, we excluded experts who were specifically listed as experts in evolution.

3. Replication
   Describe whether the experimental findings were reliably reproduced.
   Our survey was not experimental, so no replication was needed.

4. Randomization
   Describe how samples/organisms/participants were allocated into experimental groups.
   Our survey was not experimental, so no randomization into experimental groups was needed.

5. Blinding
   Describe whether the investigators were blinded to group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.
   Our survey was not experimental, so no group allocation, and therefore no blinding was needed.

Note: all studies involving animals and/or human research participants must disclose whether blinding and randomization were used.
6. Statistical parameters
   For all figures and tables that use statistical methods, confirm that the following items are present in relevant figure legends (or in the Methods section if additional space is needed).

   n/a  Confirmed

   - The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement (animals, litters, cultures, etc.)
   - A description of how samples were collected, noting whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly
   - A statement indicating how many times each experiment was replicated
   - The statistical test(s) used and whether they are one- or two-sided (note: only common tests should be described solely by name; more complex techniques should be described in the Methods section)
   - A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as an adjustment for multiple comparisons
   - The test results (e.g. P values) given as exact values whenever possible and with confidence intervals noted
   - A clear description of statistics including central tendency (e.g. median, mean) and variation (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)
   - Clearly defined error bars

   See the web collection on statistics for biologists for further resources and guidance.

7. Software
   Describe the software used to analyze the data in this study. All data were analyzed using statistical packages of R. A link to the code is provided in the published article.

   For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the paper but not yet described in the published literature, software must be made available to editors and reviewers upon request. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). Nature Methods guidance for providing algorithms and software for publication provides further information on this topic.

8. Materials and reagents
   Indicate whether there are restrictions on availability of unique materials or if these materials are only available for distribution by a for-profit company.

   Not applicable

9. Antibodies
   Describe the antibodies used and how they were validated for use in the system under study (i.e. assay and species).

   Not applicable

10. Eukaryotic cell lines
    a. State the source of each eukaryotic cell line used.
    Not applicable
    b. Describe the method of cell line authentication used.
    Not applicable
    c. Report whether the cell lines were tested for mycoplasma contamination.
    Not applicable
    d. If any of the cell lines used are listed in the database of commonly misidentified cell lines maintained by ICLAC, provide a scientific rationale for their use.
    Not applicable

11. Description of research animals
    Provide details on animals and/or animal-derived materials used in the study.
    Not applicable
Policy information about studies involving human research participants

12. Description of human research participants

Describe the covariate-relevant population characteristics of the human research participants.

We contacted editorial members in ecology and asked them for participation to the survey (see Suppl. Info). The participation was voluntary and anonymous.